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Abstract

From Slasher to Slapstick: How Rewriting The Queen Bee Took Me

from Horror to Teen Comedy

Julie Ann Puckrin, MFA

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor:  Stuart Kelban

“From Slasher to Slaptsick: How Rewriting The Queen Bee Took Me from

Horror to Teen Comedy” examines the process of switching preferred film genres

through rewriting an existing script on assignment.
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CHAPTER ONE: STRANGE BEGINNINGS

It all began, like most great things in life, with zombies. I’ve been a fan of zombie

movies for many years, ever since stumbling upon the cult classic Army of Darkness at a

formative point in both my personal and creative lives. What was such a revelation about

Army of Darkness was not only my introduction to zombies, it was the discovery that you

could be scared while laughing. Horror could be silly, too! This revelation spawned a

life-long love of campy B movies. In my mind, there are few pairings as divine as humor

and gore, and this is something I’ve often strove for in my own writing.

In 2009, I applied for the MFA Screenwriting program at the University of Texas

at Austin with a feature-length script titled “Pretty Ugly”; it was a horror comedy about

an upscale spa resort which, after the test of an ill-fated weight-loss injection, is suddenly

overrun by a horde of flesh-hungry beauty queen zombies. The central relationship was

between the owner of the spa, retired supermodel Nadia Vanderson, who was fighting to

keep her spa while coping with her now-fading looks, and her estranged teenaged

daughter, 17 year-old science geek Alice Vanderson, who was struggling to thrive in her

mother’s glamorous shadow and win Nadia’s approval on her own terms. This difficult

mother-daughter relationship was close to my heart, as were many of the issues raised in

the script. There was lots of gore and creative kills, but also lots of silly humor, usually at

the expense of ditsy, and in this case killer, mean girls. Prior to “Pretty Ugly”, I’d almost

entirely written horror, although, true to my love of silly B movies, most of my scripts
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had a heavy dose of humor as well. Coming into the program, I identified myself first and

foremost as a horror writer, who happened to use comedy in many of my projects.

During my first semester at UT, as part of the Austin Film Festival, the head of

the Screenwriting program, Stuart Kelban, arranged for me and my classmates to pitch

our projects to several Hollywood producers who were in town for the film festival. I

pitched “Pretty Ugly” to two producers that day; one of them asked to read the script.

After reading it, she was excited about my writing and the project, but felt she was unable

to sell a horror comedy; as a producer who specialized in family-driven projects, “Pretty

Ugly” was outside of her wheelhouse. This was also shortly after the box office

disappointment of Jennifer’s Body, and many people felt that a female-driven horror

comedy would not be able to find an audience. I was naturally a little disappointed, but

happy to keep in contact with her; I’d appreciated her kind words and thoughtful

feedback.

Over the course of the next year, as I continued to work on horror projects and

improve my craft through my classes, the producer and I kept in touch. She often asked

what I was working on, and gave insightful feedback on the loglines for my projects;

unfortunately, I still wasn’t writing anything that fell within her mandate. One day early

in 2011, as I was contemplating which project to tackle for my Independent Study, during

which I planned to write a feature, the producer again contacted me, but this time it was

to ask if I would be willing to pitch for a rewrite assignment. She and her new partner, a

former Disney executive, had optioned a script; they loved the concept, but not the

execution, and were looking for someone to rewrite it. I told her I would be thrilled to
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read the script and put together a pitch. There was just one thing – the project was a teen

comedy. I was surprised they’d approached me for this kind of material, but was of

course excited, if apprehensive, to look it over.

I’d never written a teen comedy before. At this point, I still thought of myself as a

horror writer. After a recent failed attempt to branch out into a different genre with a

character-driven thriller, I was currently grappling with my own limits as a screenwriter. I

was getting stronger with concept and structure, but struggled with character, which was

why I’d tried to push myself in that direction. The results were less than impressive.

Aside from an erratic, angry protagonist that was more painful to spend time with than

engaging, I’d also found it difficult and quite frankly, out of my own personal character,

to write something with such a straight face; I kept wanting to throw in moments of flat-

out horror or over-the-top silliness. After such a humbling and frustrating experience, I

was now firmly aware that I couldn’t write in every genre, and was understandably

nervous about going outside my comfort zone on my first big chance to work with real

producers. What if I couldn’t write teen comedy?

Anxious, I read the original script. But surprisingly, as I read, the more I

understood why they’d approached me: the story, titled “The Queen Bee”, centered

around a sweet but ditsy popular girl who, after being disinherited, returns to high school

to work as a substitute home ec teacher, only to discover that she is no longer Ms.

Popularity, and that working for a living is hard, but ultimately more rewarding. There

was an important (if currently underdeveloped) daughter-parent relationship, several silly

“mean girl” antagonist characters, a general preoccupation with fashion and cosmetology,
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over-the-top humor, and even an awkward geek who gets her moment to shine. As I

finished reading the script, I realized the producers had thought of me because these

elements were basically what I’d written in “Pretty Ugly”, but without the zombies.

A thought occurred to me; I’d always felt I was writing horror that just happened

to have a lot of comedy in it, and often (always) featured teen characters. But after

reading the original “Queen Bee” script, and finally understanding what the producers

had seen and identified with in my work, I began to wonder – was it possible that all this

time, I’d really been writing teen-driven comedy that just happened to have horror in it?

It looked like I was going to find out.

I began preparing notes on the original draft. I knew that in theory the principles

of screenwriting were basically the same no matter what the genre, so I applied those

basic principles in assessing the script and pitching a rewrite plan. The producers were

pleased; they had notes of course, but overall felt confident enough in my take to give me

the job. Over the course of the next five months, I would write three treatments, two

complete drafts, and a polish, under the umbrella of my independent study and thesis

work. Ready or not, it was time to say goodbye to B movie schlock and write a teen

comedy.
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CHAPTER TWO: APPROACHING EXISTING MATERIAL

A current trend in the film industry is to adapt existing intellectual property or

remake previous films; but even predating this trend is a long history of writers being

hired to rewrite other writer’s scripts. I understood that the ability to look at an existing

piece of work and either rewrite it or adapt it into something new based on the

requirements of producers, studio executives or directors, would be incredibly valuable if

I was to have any kind of career writing in film or television. Aside from a couple spec

television episodes though, I had never written anything that wasn’t my own material.

The semester before, I’d completed the required Adaptation course in our

screenwriting curriculum. Throughout the course, we’d regularly been assigned short

stories to break down, come up with a take on and provide a detailed pitch. This was an

incredibly helpful practice; it got us used to thinking critically about the elements within

the existing material, analyzing what was working, what didn’t work or wouldn’t work

on film, figuring out how to solve those problems while remaining true to the essence of

the piece, and then breaking the entire story. Simply breaking a new story every week

really helped my understanding of structure; it was through these repeated assignments

that I really began to understand how sequences worked, and the function of the second

act, which up until that point had always felt a bit mysterious and overwhelming. As I

read the original “Queen Bee” script, I found myself incredibly thankful that I’d just

finished the Adaptation course; I was able to use the exact same techniques we’d used in
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our class assignments to analyze what was working, what didn’t work, figure out how to

fix those problems while remaining true to the concept, and then re-break the entire story.

After reading the original script, I sensed the potential the producers had seen, but

understood there would be a lot of work ahead to realize that potential. It should be

mentioned that I never met or spoke with the original writer, and had very little direction

from the producers going into my first read, except that they liked the concept, but felt

the execution was weak. They wanted something along the lines of Legally Blond or

Clueless, and the concept certainly had the potential for that. After reading the original

script and making my notes, I set it aside. The changes that I felt were necessary to give

the producers the kind of script they were looking for, particularly in addressing problems

with the protagonist, dictated a page one rewrite. I planned to keep character names,

concept and general storyline, but other than that, start completely from scratch.

As discussed briefly above, the original script centered on Rachel Swanson, a

wealthy young heiress who discovers, when her dead father’s will is read on her 25th

birthday, that she has been completely disinherited. The will stipulates that she must hold

a job for an entire year in order to collect her fortune. After some floundering, her mother

gives Rachel a job substituting for her old home ec teacher. But Rachel discovers that

high school isn’t as easy as she thought it would be; she doesn’t have the skills to teach

home ec, she’s no longer popular and the new it girl, Sydney, doesn’t think she’s cool.

Sam, a boy she went to high school with, is now a fellow teacher and continually gives

Rachel a hard time about being rich. Rachel decides to use her students to start a new

clothing line business; Nancy, a rich girl whose father doesn’t believe in her fashion
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dreams, turns out to be a talented designer. Everything comes together for Rachel, until

she gets in trouble for going off school curriculum, and may even be fired. The students

rally around her, helping her keep her job and get their clothing business off the ground.

After reading the script, I identified five main areas of concern: the concept was

muddy, Rachel was underdeveloped, the motivations and stakes were weak, there was no

real source of antagonism or conflict, and the structure was weak.

I liked the concept, but it seemed it held three competing ideas: being

disinherited, teaching home ec, and no longer being popular. I wanted to find a way to tie

these things together more clearly. It felt like a lot of this would come from Rachel’s

character. Rachel really had no flaw (which is why getting disinherited felt random and

unmotivated, since we hadn’t seen her do anything to deserve losing her money). She

also had no real goal – she was just living out her year without money until her father’s

will stipulated she’d get it back. There was no sense of what Rachel (or Sam) had been

like in high school, so it was hard to contrast or appreciate how tough it was for her now.

All of these things – no clear flaw, no goal, no sense of who Rachel was as a person –

made her seem bland and stereotypical. Similarly, just as Rachel’s father’s motivation for

cutting her off was never explained, the stakes were never truly established. Rachel still

lived in a mansion with her mother, drove a nice car and had friends; the only real source

of pressure was that she needed to hold a job for a year to claim her inheritance, but with

all of the previously mentioned things to fall back on, there was no real sense that failure

to do so really mattered that much. In addition to all these safety nets, there weren’t any

real sources of antagonism, either. Since Rachel’s father was dead, he couldn’t cause
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continuing conflict. Rachel was able to disarm Sydney fairly easily, and sparred with

Sam, but since she didn’t remember him from high school, it had no context for the

audience, and the only thing he really gave her grief about was his envy over her wealth,

which was not a flattering quality in a love interest. The structural problems stemmed

from all these issues; Rachel not having a clear goal meant the second act felt rudderless,

and since she didn’t have a flaw, she hadn’t made any mistake more dire than going off

curriculum to get her in trouble at the low point, so we never truly believed she’d lose her

job. Since the stakes were so low, it didn’t really matter if she lost her job anyway.

I identified four main areas of attack that I felt would help to address these issues:

I wanted to flesh Rachel out, in a way which would also help to solidify the concept; I

wanted to readjust the social strata both within the high school and the characters’ lives; I

wanted to change Sam; and introduce more sources of conflict and antagonism.

Fleshing Rachel out evolved slowly over the course of three treatments and much

of the draft writing, and I’ll discuss this evolution in more detail in Chapter Five, but

among other things, I wanted to give her a clearer flaw, one that would be directly related

to why she lost her inheritance. I also wanted to start with a brief prologue in high school,

that would not only give context for everything that followed, but also give me time to

establish Rachel and Sam’s characters. I wanted the conditions of Rachel’s disinheritance

to be harsher; she should lose everything – her home, her car, her money, her friends.

This would raise the stakes, increase her motivation, give her a stronger goal (get her life

back, fast!) and create all kinds of opportunity for both conflict and humor throughout the

script. Helping to tie the elements of the concept together, Rachel should also discover
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that getting disinherited is why she’s now unpopular – her rich socialite friends are no

longer interested now that she’s poor, and her students think she’s lame because she can

no longer afford the accoutrements that made her cool before. I also wanted Rachel to be

directly responsible for a bigger mistake that could cost her that job in the low point.

In terms of the social strata, I wanted to firmly establish via a prologue that

Rachel had been the most popular girl at school when she was at Short Hills, and that

Sydney was now even more popular than Rachel was. I wanted to see who Sam had been

as a teenager, and what his relationship with Rachel had been like. I also wanted to

change Nancy’s circumstances, not only to raise the stakes but to again help tie the three

elements of the overall concept together; since the value of money was part of the

premise, I wanted to change Nancy’s back-story so she wasn’t from a wealthy family, but

instead from a poor family. This made the stakes higher for Nancy succeeding at fashion

design, while also making it harder for her to do so, and would help to reinforce to

Rachel the value of the inheritance she’d always taken for granted. I also wanted to make

Nancy Sydney’s whipping girl, expressly because she was poor, again tying together

popularity and money. Since Nancy’s dynamic with her father was so strong and

relatable, and Rachel’s own father was absent, I decided to take Nancy’s relationship

with her father – a daughter struggling to win her powerful dad’s approval – and give it to

Rachel instead. Rachel’s father would now be alive, and disapproving of his daughter’s

behavior, which would ultimately be what made him decide to disinherit her unless she

could prove to him that she was an adult in the six months before her 25th birthday. This
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change fleshed out Rachel’s character, provided antagonism, established rules and stakes

of the disinheritance, and allowed Nancy to be a barometer in Rachel’s arc.

I also wanted use the high school prologue to establish Sam as a sweet, genuine

character who loved Rachel not for her money or popularity, but for who she was inside.

I felt Rachel should have let him down somehow in high school, and now have to

overcome the hurt she caused him in the past. Rather than an envious cynic focused on

Rachel’s wealth, I wanted Sam to be an idealist; a passionate teacher who cared about his

students and wanted to help them find their own passions. This made him someone the

audience could be attracted to as a love interest, while also letting him serve as a role

model; Sam is the kind of grown up, responsible adult that Rachel wants to become, and

when she finally wins him over at the end of the film, we’ll know she’s accomplished

that goal. I also made Sam Junior Vice Principal; this made him her boss, creating even

more conflict in their relationship and more antagonism for Rachel.

Many of the above changes address the issue of antagonism, which will be

discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. Among other things, I planned to make Rachel’s

father present, make Sam Rachel’s boss, make Sydney meaner to Rachel, and combine

various existing teachers into one antagonistic principal.

After identifying what wasn’t working and potential solutions, I now had to

rewrite the entire story to implement these changes. The real work had only just begun.
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CHAPTER THREE: REFERENCE FILMS

When starting a new project, I critically analyze several reference films. These

films can be references for genre, tone, subject matter, character... any number of things

can make a film a touchstone. I typically break them down first for structure, and then

analyze relevant components. What can I learn from what they did well? And sometimes

more importantly, what can I learn from what they didn’t do well? As I began to tackle

“Queen Bee”, reference films were doubly important: although I liked teen comedies, I’d

never written one and needed to learn the conventions, and since I was working with two

producers, we needed common references to make sure we were on the same page.

I watched several teen comedies, specifically ones set in high school. I first

watched Easy A, a recent successful teen comedy. It was important to know current

trends, but beyond that, not especially helpful. I revisited Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast

Club, 10 Things I Hate About You, Mean Girls and Drive Me Crazy, looking for

conventions. Then I found a sub-genre of teen comedy about adults going back to high

school, including Never Been Kissed and 17 Again, both of which were useful for what it

would be like for Rachel to go back to high school as a 24 year-old. Structurally, these

films were helpful in figuring out how to approach the prologue, how much time to spend

in Rachel’s adult life, and themes. For a slacker struggling to be a teacher, I watched

School of Rock, which also helped in developing Rachel’s relationships with her students.

Honing in on Rachel’s character, I watched Clueless, which tracks a rich girl’s journey

from self-absorbed to self-aware. Keeping within “spoiled rich girl grows up” but
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specifically thinking of home ec, I watched Overboard, in which an heiress learns to do

household chores. A huge reference was Legally Blond, in which a ditzy girl proves she

has substance. This film was extremely useful, not just for Rachel, but for structure and

supporting cast. It was a perfect model for what I wanted to do with “Queen Bee”, and I

found myself continually going back to it.

Reference films turned out to be a very useful common language with the

producers. Despite character similarities, and the “inept adult in a role model position”, it

was good to know right away that the producers didn’t want The House Bunny. They felt

it was too raunchy. I’d been considering analyzing Billy Madison, about a disinherited

slacker who must re-take all the grades and graduate high school before his father will re-

inherit him. Billy Madison and House Bunny were made by the same people, and if

House Bunny was too raunchy, Billy Madison would be too. I watched both movies

anyway, to identify what it was about them that felt “raunchy” to the producers, so I

could avoid that. The films the producers and I most commonly referred to, and the ones

that were the most useful in approaching the rewrite were Legally Blond, Clueless and

Never Been Kissed.
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CHAPTER FOUR: WRITING PROCESS

I was incredibly lucky to work with very generous people on this project. Not

only did they give me my first real professional opportunity, but from the beginning, both

producers made it clear they understood that since this was my first professional project,

there would naturally be a bit of a learning curve. They were very patient with me in this

regard, and made themselves available to answer questions or puzzle out story problems

whenever I needed it. They were interested in working closely with me, and I’m sure this

was not only to help facilitate my learning process, but also to reassure themselves that,

since they were taking a risk on a developing writer, the project was staying on track. I

understood that this was first and foremost their project; they had come to me because

they saw potential in the original script that they wished to realize in a certain way, and

based on Pretty Ugly, felt I was capable of helping them do that. I saw it as my role to

give them the best possible version of what they imagined the script could be, even if that

sometimes meant going against my own inclinations; it was their story, and it was my job

to help them tell it well and if possible, improve on it.

After working in development at an animation studio in Canada, and sitting in on

numerous story meetings on the other side of the desk, I knew how quickly a project

could go off the rails if there wasn’t clear communication between studio executives and

the writer. It is disturbingly easy to send a writer off for six weeks to produce a draft,

only to discover as you’re reading the draft that not everyone was on the same page. I’ve

seen executives get frustrated because they aren’t getting what they want, and writers lose
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confidence when they don’t deliver what the studio is looking for. I’ve also seen talented

writers get replaced because of this kind of miscommunication. I really didn’t want that

to happen to me, especially on my first job. I was therefore willing and anxious to keep

communication open with the producers, and happy to share work with them as

frequently as they wanted for the peace of mind of knowing we were on the same page.

In order to accomplish this, we developed our own process that was a little

unorthodox, but kept everyone in the loop. After the producers gave me notes on my

initial rewrite plan, I wrote up a treatment. Again, they had notes, and I rewrote that

treatment accordingly. From there, we went to pages. We agreed that to keep in close

contact while I was writing, I would write the script in rough quarters – the first act, act

two up until the midpoint, act two from midpoint to low point, and act three – receiving

their input at every stage. I wrote the first act and sent it to them for their thoughts. They

gave me notes, I rewrote it, and again sent it to them for input. They were pleased, and

after giving me smaller but still important notes on the new pages, felt that the first act

was at least in a place where I could move forward to act two. I saved their second set of

smaller notes on act one for later, when I would go back and put the whole script together

into one cohesive draft, and do an overarching rewrite on the whole thing. Thus, we came

up with our workflow: each quarter received two sets of notes, the first of which I

implemented, and the second I saved for the later rewrite of the overall draft. At the end, I

put the quarters together and did a rewrite of the entire draft. Again, the producers had

notes, but this time it was on the whole script. Naturally, there were new thoughts and

realizations that can only come out of viewing the script as a whole, but the changes,
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while having significant effect, were fairly simple to implement and more of a polish than

a rewrite. After the polish, there were minor tweaks and finally, we were done.

Since this writing process was unorthodox, it’s difficult to concisely say how

many drafts of the script I wrote; certainly two, but given the drastic changes made to

each individual quarter as the writing progressed, it was probably more like three or four.

Overall I feel like this process worked very well for us, and for me as a writer; it kept

everyone in the loop, and by the time I got to the final polish, I felt that I’d gotten to

know the characters and the world so much better than I would have if I’d only written

one draft without stopping from page one to 117. This workflow forced me to spend time

reflecting and revisiting as I wrote, which helped me to hear the characters’ voices more,

understand the story better, and gave me time to correct things that I might have missed

otherwise. With deadlines being what they are, I so often find myself thinking as I’m

writing, “I just wish I had more time to think about this and figure it out properly!”

Rewriting each quarter after I wrote it allowed me to have that time to think and answer

questions about the characters, and gave me a chance to revisit the things I wished I’d

been able to spend more time on in the first draft. Conversely, I think it was really helpful

that I only rewrote each quarter once at a time. There is always the possibility of getting

mired in a vicious cycle of continually rewriting the same group of pages over and over

without making real progress. Our process struck a nice balance; I knew while I was

writing the first draft that I’d get a chance to revisit anything that wasn’t quite right,

which in turn psychologically freed me up to just go with it and generate pages (and in

just going with it, I frequently wrote a lot of exploration work that did not make it to the
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polished draft but greatly aided my understanding of the characters and story), but I also

knew that after rewriting each quarter once, I’d be free to keep my momentum up and

move forward in the script.

I feel the script reflects the amount of time and attention that went into this draft;

looking back at the original first act I wrote, the characters, especially Rachel, were

nowhere near as fully fleshed out as they were by the time I got to the final polish.

Writing the script slowly, in sections and with feedback, gave all of us time to step back,

look at the piece and reflect on it in the kind of detailed way we might not have been able

to if I had written the whole thing in one go. It also allowed us to get into much more

detailed notes when we were discussing the pages; sometimes reading a script in its

entirety can be overwhelming, and as a result, important notes or thoughts can get lost.

Constant opportunities for review and feedback reassured the producers they were getting

what they wanted, and also helped to increase my confidence, not only in my writing, but

in my understanding of what the producers wanted and how to give it to them. I got to

know their tastes and dislikes, which, as the writing went on, helped me to make the

choices that would best give them what they wanted.

I’ve certainly had workshop experiences where, as a writer, you get overwhelmed

by constantly receiving notes, and it hurts the project. You can get lost and frustrated, and

lose confidence as the script goes off the rails. Since I was only getting feedback from

two people, who were very consistent in their opinions, the constant collaboration worked

well for us, and I would be happy to recreate this kind of workflow on future projects.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE PROTAGONIST

In many ways, Rachel in the original draft was a blank slate. She was rich,

spoiled, fashionable, and hated the idea of getting a job, but this was more a set of

characteristics than a fully fleshed out character. To carry a whole movie, she needed to

feel real. Aside from not wanting to work, she had no clear character flaw, which in turn

meant she had no arc. She had to hold a job for a year to get her inheritance, but since she

hadn’t really been cut off in the meantime, and there was no antagonism making it truly

difficult for her to keep that job, she didn’t have a particularly urgent goal. She had a

pleasant relationship with her mother, but it told us very little about her. We knew

nothing about her relationship with her father, when he died, or why he’d stipulated she

had to work for a year in his will. The changes mentioned in Chapter Two – raising the

stakes of the disinheritance to give Rachel a more urgent goal, making her father a live

character who cuts her off, and from whom she desperately wants approval – helped to

give us more information about her, solidify her goal and increase antagonism. Making

Rachel not only want her inheritance back, but emotionally want to prove herself to her

father made her less shallow and more relatable – we can all understand the desire to win

a parent’s approval. The flaw was still missing though – why did her father cut her off in

the first place? What did she need to overcome to have a satisfying arc?

Since the movie is about Rachel going back to high school and discovering she’s

no longer the queen bee, my initial reaction was to make Rachel a mean girl. I pitched a

version where Rachel was the prettiest, richest, most popular girl in school, and never had
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to do anything, since she could seduce or threaten people into doing it for her. When she

goes back to high school, she’s suddenly unpopular, poor, at the mercy of a new queen

bee, and has to do everything for herself. This is a comeuppance socially (she’d learn

what it’s like to be picked on, and be humbled to the point of apologizing to people like

Sam that she picked on in high school) and economically (she’d learn to do for herself,

and appreciate the inheritance she’d taken for granted). This was a clear arc, much like

Goldie Hawn’s in Overboard. As an added bonus, it’s fun to watch mean people suffer.

Unfortunately, the producers did not respond to this take. After working at Disney

many years, one of the producers knew the kind of characters that would and would not

appeal to them, and since Disney was a studio we were targeting, the producer wanted to

give them what she knew they liked. Disney does not like mean protagonists, even if they

change over the course of the film. In hindsight, this wasn’t surprising. The animation

studio I worked for in Canada made movies featuring a beloved doll; the toy company

was similarly protective of that character, and she was not allowed to have a flaw that

might make her unappealing. Even though I felt the “rich mean girl grows into a nice

everywoman” arc was a natural fit for this premise, I set it aside. But to have a movie,

Rachel had to have an arc – which meant having a flaw, even if it was a soft one.

I struggled with this. I went back to both Clueless and Legally Blond to see how

those characters were handled. In Clueless, Cher is sweet but self-absorbed; in Legally

Blond, Elle needs to overcome her blond inclinations and learn to be serious. I realized

that Rachel was probably somewhere in between. She was sweet, but self-absorbed and

completely irresponsible – not because of any negative characteristic, but because she’d
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been raised to be that way, never having to think about money or responsibility. The

phrase that I settled on to describe Rachel was “thoughtlessly thoughtful”. She always

wanted to do the right thing, but was used to throwing money at her problems without

thinking about the consequences of her actions, because there had never been any

consequences before. This added another layer to the relationship between Rachel and

her father; Daddy had raised her to use money as a crutch, making him partially

responsible for her behavior, but Rachel had never thought to look beyond that crutch. At

the end of the movie, she learns to be genuinely thoughtful – she looks beyond herself to

find ways to really help others. She also learns the value of money, and even gives part of

her inheritance away to those who need it more. This was a softer arc than I had initially

imagined, but it was still an arc that fleshed out the character and supported the premise.

Now that I had some sense of Rachel, I began to write. But as I wrote the first act,

it seemed as though things were moving slowly. It didn’t have enough energy on the

page. I sensed something was wrong, but wasn’t sure what. When I sent it to the

producers, both had notes, but neither commented on this aspect. As I rewrote the first

act, I again struggled with the feeling that the story was sluggish and lacking personality.

I tried re-ordering scenes, using peppier language, cutting page count… it still felt bland.

I thought about other projects I’d written in the last two years at UT, and suddenly

realized what the problem was. Rachel was an inactive protagonist.

For reasons I don’t fully understand, protagonists are the hardest characters for

me to write. It’s almost as if, in juggling all the other aspects of the script, I forget about

them and they become passive. This was illustrated in workshop on another project, when
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a professor pointed out that despite being present for a whole two-page scene, the

protagonist only had one line of dialogue. He wasn’t driving the story. I think I’d been

able to get away with inactive protagonists for so long because in horror, the protagonist

is often just a victim reacting to what’s happening. What that professor made me realize

in workshop is that in good horror movies, in addition to fighting for their life, the

protagonist has a goal they’re actively pursuing. I now looked back over the first act of

“Queen Bee” and realized I had the same problem – Rachel wasn’t the one driving the

story, she was just drifting through it. In some cases, she wasn’t the force behind larger

story movements. In others, she just wasn’t active enough within scenes. I pulled apart

and rewrote the entire first act, always keeping in mind that it was Rachel’s story, and she

must be the one driving it.

I sent the rewritten first act to the producers. Neither of them was able to express

why, but they both felt the story was snappier, funnier, and reading much better. One of

their comments was “this is starting to feel like a real movie!” To me, that was the

ultimate confirmation – I had finally figured Rachel out.
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CHAPTER SIX: ANTAGONISM

The nice thing about writing horror was that I’d always had a great source of

antagonism built right into the concept, whether it was zombies, demons, or in one case, a

killer plant. Transitioning to teen comedy, finding a clear source of antagonism wasn’t as

easy. “The Queen Bee” is not a good guy versus bad guy kind of story, but it still needed

a healthy dose of antagonism to generate enough conflict to keep the story moving

forward. I realized I had to look beyond my concept of antagonism as coming from

monsters or mustache-twirling villains and consider other sources.

The original draft had one clear antagonist, Sydney, but she was quickly and

easily defeated. Making her more antagonistic throughout the whole script was the first

way I addressed the problem of conflict, but I understood she alone was not enough to

sustain a feature film. Since I’d given Rachel a live father who had disinherited her until

she met certain conditions, he was another source of antagonism, but aside from

withholding money and witnessing her failures, Daddy wasn’t going to be making

Rachel’s daily life difficult or make it hard for her to keep her job. Rachel’s own flaw –

being self-absorbed and having no clue how to solve her problems without money –

would create a lot of problems for her, but it wasn’t enough to keep the story moving and

interesting. In the original draft, Sam was an antagonistic character but for all the wrong

reasons – he envied Rachel her money. As a love interest, I knew the audience wouldn’t

fall in love with him and root for Rachel to be with him if he was all about money. Sam

had to be about something purer and more admirable; it was his role to be the model adult
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Rachel looks up to and wants to be like, so I made him a teacher who was passionate

about his students. This passion would naturally bring him into conflict with Rachel, who

is a terrible teacher. Taking that a step further, I gave Sam the job of Junior Vice

Principal and changed how Rachel got her job; in my version, Sam is convinced against

his better judgment to stick his neck out for Rachel and hire her. This means he has a

vested interest in Rachel not screwing up, and as a result, is constantly putting pressure

on her. I then gave Sam a boss, Principal Brewster, who is in turn putting pressure on

him. Rachel has to hide her mistakes from Sam, and Sam and Rachel both have to hide

their mistakes from Principal Brewster.

Still, the story was missing conflict. One of the other problems I’d had in early

treatments was exposition – how would Rachel communicate to the audience everything

she’s going through? The producers suggested a confidant, and I agreed, Rachel needed

someone she could talk to throughout her journey and formulate plans with. But one of

the things I disliked about the original draft was how many allies Rachel had; it softened

the challenges she faced and made for less conflict and a weaker story. If I had to give

her a confidant now, I wanted it to be a confidant with teeth. I came up with a new

character, Kate. Using the Selma Blair character from Legally Blond as a loose model,

Kate would be everything Rachel was not – street smart, ambitious, hardworking. Kate

would not be a loving friend helping Rachel. Kate would be an antagonist, a reluctant

partner determined to whip Rachel into shape. We came up with the idea that Kate and

Rachel went to high school together, where they were lab partners in senior chemistry;

Kate did all the work, Rachel screwed everything up. In the present day, Kate works for
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Rachel’s father, and when Rachel’s self-absorption ruins one of Daddy’s bids, causing

him to disinherit her, Kate loses out on a big promotion. Kate decides Rachel owes her a

promotion, and the best way to get it is to make Rachel into the responsible adult Daddy

wants. Thus Kate is more like a drill sergeant than a confidant, constantly kicking

Rachel’s butt. They ultimately do become friends, but not until much later in the script.

Deep into the draft, I got notes from the producers which alerted me to two

problems, both of which involved antagonism. First, while Sydney was entertaining, her

antagonism seemed arbitrary. They liked how mean she was, but didn’t understand why

she was so mean. The second note was that while Rachel had definitely screwed up, it

didn’t seem as though her screw up necessitated Principal Brewster canceling the school

fashion show at the low point of the script. These notes were both a case of “the note

under the note”. Sometimes writers get notes on scripts which seem to say one thing, but

are really pointing to a deeper problem. A note I’d gotten on a script a few years earlier

was “why doesn’t your protagonist just leave town?” I came up with a series of

progressively arbitrary reasons why she couldn’t leave – her car doesn’t work, she

doesn’t have any money – until I realized that it was a case of the note under the note.

The question wasn’t “why doesn’t your protagonist leave town?” but “what reason does

she have to stay?” What everyone was really getting at was that my protagonist didn’t

have a goal, something that would make her stay in town despite the awful things

happening to her. Similarly, when the producers asked “why is Sydney mean?” what they

were really getting at was “what does Sydney hope to accomplish by being mean?” I

realized that Sydney didn’t have a goal. The antagonist has to have a goal just as
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compelling to them as the protagonist’s goal is to her. I came up with the idea that

Sydney wants to be a model, and she antagonizes Rachel to manipulate her into giving

Sydney what she wants – her big break at the high school fashion show. The note about

Principal Brewster canceling the fashion show was similar. Up until that point, Brewster

was a soft character, occasionally witnessing Rachel’s screw ups, but not really too

concerned, because he didn’t have anything invested in her performance. I realized the

question of “why does Brewster cancel the fashion show?” was really a question of “why

does Brewster want to cancel the fashion show?” Much like Sydney, Brewster didn’t

have a goal. I went back and completely re-imagined his character as someone with a

much higher stake in Rachel screwing up. In the rewrite, Brewster was a by-the-rules

hardass who didn’t believe in “soft” curriculum like home ec, and wanted to cancel the

course all together so he could use the money for other things. With zero tolerance for

rule breakers and a desire to eliminate her course, Brewster was suddenly a much more

interesting antagonist, and generating a lot more conflict. Canceling the fashion now felt

motivated; Rachel’s screw up gave Brewster the opportunity he’d been waiting for all

along. These notes were an excellent lesson for me not only in learning how to read

notes, but also in building antagonism in general. Just because the bad guy doesn’t want

to eat your protagonist, it doesn’t mean he doesn’t want something.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: HAPPILY EVER AFTER

It is understatement to say that I love movies, and screenwriting. For several years

now, I’ve known that this is without a doubt what I want to spend the rest of my life

doing; writing scripts, analyzing movies, exploring and learning about screenwriting.

Despite the certainty I have in my passion for it though, as a developing writer, there’s

always been a niggling concern in the back of my brain – even though I love it, can I

hack it as a professional? If or when I finally got my first break, could I do it, or would I

choke under the (largely self-imposed) pressure? At the very least, for me this

opportunity to rewrite a feature script for two legit Hollywood producers was a chance to

answer that question. And while I was happy to discover that I could do it, I was even

more pleasantly surprised to discover that the opportunity offered me much more than

just that answer. I learned a lot about working with producers, and a lot about

screenwriting. I feel proud that I fulfilled my role of helping them realize their vision for

the script in the best possible way, but in turn, they taught me a lot about my craft, both

through the notes they gave me, and through me having to figure out on my own the best

possible ways to implement those notes. I also learned a lot about the process of rewriting

someone else’s material; reading over the final draft, even though it wasn’t my original

concept, I was surprised to discover how much of myself was on the page. Despite my

initial misgivings about the genre and concerns about the protagonist, I had taken another

writer’s script, and in the process of rewriting it, made it my own. I was pleasantly

surprised to discover that not only did I learn a valuable career skill for a screenwriter
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hoping to work in the Hollywood film industry, I really enjoyed rewriting someone else’s

script. I found that if anything, having to solve problems within the framework of an

existing world and premise actually pushed me to be more creative. Overall, I’m proud of

my work, and what I learned, on this project.

In the end, it turned out that despite certain genre-specific conventions, the basic

principles of writing a teen comedy were exactly the same as writing a horror: whether

your story featured survivors fleeing zombies or an heiress trying to cut it as a home ec

teacher, a solid script all comes down to character. The same techniques – structure,

conflict, stakes – are just as necessary to showcase that character and facilitate her arc in

a comedy as they are in a horror; the only real difference was that instead of having the

standard “scare every ten pages” of a horror script, I had to make sure I was hitting the

“three jokes a page” rule of comedy. Even knowing that the basic principles of a good

story are the same no matter what the genre, not every writer can write every genre.

Throughout the process of rewriting “The Queen Bee”, I was pleasantly surprised to

discover that while I may not be able to hack it writing a thriller, I could write teen

comedy. Perhaps more importantly – I discovered that I really enjoy writing teen

comedy. In fact, I’m planning to write another for my next project.

There will always be a place in my heart for horror, and I will definitely write

more horror comedy in the future (I find myself periodically getting itchy for a good kill),

but for now, I’m happy to explore this whole new genre of writing, and wherever it may

take me in the future.
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APPENDIX A: DIAGNOSIS OF ORIGINAL SCRIPT

WHAT NEEDS CLARIFICATION – THE BROAD STROKES

There are some obvious areas that need attention: structural concerns, heavy-handed
exposition, and a need for punchier humor. But these are offshoots of what I consider to
be the five larger problems:

1. The concept is muddy.
a. The idea of a suddenly poor heiress and a suddenly un-cool queen bee

back in high school need to be more clearly connected, with a stronger
sense of cause and effect. Right now they feel like two competing ideas
(part of this comes from Rachel not having either a clear flaw or goal)

2. Rachel.
a. She has no flaw, want, or redeeming skill that will help her save the day

later.
b. Without a goal or strong stakes, Rachel’s not driving the story; currently

Nancy seems to be the one with real stakes and an arc
c. Rachel’s personality is not coming through clearly. What was she really

like in high school? Why does she deserve to have this happen to her? And
why do we want to see her succeed?

3. Motivations/Stakes.
a. Stipulation of the will seems arbitrary. What motivated her father to do

this?
b. Rachel’s life doesn’t seem that drastically affected; she’s still living at

home, drives a nice car, and gets help from her mother.
c. The whole premise hinges on Rachel wanting the inheritance, but that isn’t

resolved at the end.
4. No Antagonism/Conflict.

a. Rachel has nothing to lose in the low point, other than not following the
syllabus, which is a weak excuse to fire her. Part of this comes from the
fact that Rachel hasn’t really done anything wrong.

b. Jane is too much of a mentor, and bails Rachel out more than once
c. Sydney is deflated/disarmed too easily
d. Sam’s sparring with Rachel feels arbitrary. It’s a missed opportunity that

she just doesn’t remember him from high school.
e. Principal and Mrs. Paige are not strong/consistent enough sources of

pressure
5. Structure

a. Without a clear goal once she gets to the school, both Rachel and the plot
feel rudderless in the first half of act two
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b. The low point at the end of act two feels forced and arbitrary, since Rachel
hasn’t really done anything worth being brought low over.

MY PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Again, these are the broad strokes, with more details still to be worked out.

1. FLESH RACHEL OUT, SOLIDIFY THE CONCEPT
a. Rachel should start as a spoiled, rich, mean girl. This gives her room to

have an arc. Everyone does everything for her; she needs to learn to take
responsibility for herself and value others.

b. Start with a prologue of Rachel in high school. Establish who she is, what
her flaw is, and her relationship with Sam and Mrs. Paige.

c. Cut to present day. Rachel doesn’t have a job, hasn’t done anything with
her life since high school, still just partying and shopping. Her Dad is still
alive (and a single parent), and, finally fed up with her selfish
irresponsibility, changes the conditions of her inheritance.

d. New conditions of her inheritance:
 i. She must demonstrate responsibility by holding a job for a year
 ii. During that time, she must live by her own means – no allowance,

no living at home, no car. So, in addition to going back to high
school, Rachel loses EVERYTHING. So much more at stake for
her now, lots more opportunity for humor.

e. Rachel decides to teach because everything was super easy for her in high
school – she thinks high school will be easy now, too.

f. Rachel LIES to get the job. She pretends she’s a teacher (means there’s
more at stake, doesn’t want to get caught, will help to create antagonism
and conflict).

g. When Rachel starts teaching, she thinks she’ll fit in right away, assumes
Sydney and Kelly will be her home-girls – but they put her through even
worse torment than she did to her teachers. She’s now officially un-cool
AND poor.

2. SAM
a. Rachel SHOULD remember Sam – he used to be her whipping boy – and

be impressed with how much he’s changed
b. Rather than being a character who resents Rachel for being rich (as in the

current draft), Sam will be a passionate teacher, who became one in order
to stand up for the underdogs like himself

c. Rachel immediately has a crush when she re-meets Sam, and sets out to
win him over – but it won’t be easy, because he values real, committed,
responsible people, not rich popular girls.

3. SOCIAL STRATA
a. Rachel should have been to Sam what Sydney is now to Nancy.
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b. In bonding with Nancy, Rachel comes to understand what she did to Sam.
She now wants to make it up to Sam, and help Nancy.

c. Change Nancy’s back-story – instead of being a rich kid, she’s a talented,
picked-on poor kid. The exact opposite of Rachel.

4. ANTAGONISM
a. Rachel’s Dad is still alive, and angry with Rachel for doing nothing with

her life. This means he can explain and change the conditions of her
inheritance… and we can make Rachel ANY age.

b. Get rid of Jane – and pretty much all of Rachel’s current allies.
c. All Rachel’s friends abandon her when she doesn’t have money – this

helps to tie the social standing in with the inheritance, so money and
popularity feel more connected (people only liked her because she was
rich)

d. Combine the Principal and Mrs. Paige. Make this character more actively
putting pressure on her, mistrustful.

e. Make Mrs. Paige the teacher Rachel torments in the prologue – she has
now been promoted to Principal, and (quite rightfully) has a grudge
against Rachel.
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APPENDIX B: INITIAL QUEEN BEE STORY PITCH

ACT ONE

SEQUENCE 1

Prologue. Rachel in high school. A rich heiress, she’s the most popular girl. Everyone
does everything for her, she never has to lift a finger. But she’s also truly a spoiled mean
girl – she especially torments Sam, a real dork, and Rachel’s whipping boy.

Rachel and her cronies cruelly antagonize and destroy a substitute teacher – Mrs. Paige.
But because of who her father is, Rachel faces no repercussions.

Present Day. Rachel’s now 25, and her life is exactly the same as in high school;
everyone does everything for her, she parties and shops all the time.

After a particularly extravagant shopping/partying binge, Rachel’s father loses it. She
hasn’t done anything with her life since high school – no college, no job – and always
expects him to bail her out. He’s cutting her off until she learns to be an adult and take
responsibility for herself. No car, no allowance, no living at home. She has to prove her
responsibility and adulthood by holding down a job and living on her own means for one
year – and then he’ll consider re-instating her in the will (INCITING INCIDENT).

SEQUENCE 2

Rachel suddenly finds herself with nothing; no money, and now that she’s poor instead of
a cool heiress, no friends either. She interviews for several jobs, all of which she is wildly
inappropriate and unskilled for.

Living in a run down apartment on the poor side of town, and forced to ride the bus,
Rachel must get a job to survive. She bemoans the fact that life was so much easier in
high school – everyone did everything for her, all she had to do was be pretty, well-
dressed, and popular (which she’s really good at).

Rachel realizes what she needs to do – find a way to get paid to hang out at high school
again. And how do you do that? You become a teacher, of course!

Rachel creates a fake resume indicating that she went to teacher’s college and has
experience teaching Home-Ec (cuz that’s got to be way easy, right?) and gets an
interview at her old high school. She’s surprised to discover that the school has a new
principal – Mrs. Paige, who remembers her and seems to be holding a grudge. Luckily for
Rachel, the rest of the hiring committee, including a cute young English teacher, really
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like her fake resume and she gets the job – Rachel is the new Home-Ec teacher at her old
high school! (ACT ONE BREAK)

ACT TWO

SEQUENCE 3

Rachel is a complete fish out of water. She tries to fit in with the cool kids, assuming
she’ll just hang out and socialize like she used to – wrong. She’s a teacher now (the
enemy!) and without the trappings of her wealth (cool clothes, cool car), an uncool one at
that. Rachel is horrified when the new “it” girls (Sydney and Kelly) put her through even
worse punishment than what Rachel did to Mrs. Paige all those years ago. The only kid
who’s half-decent to her is Nancy, but yuck, Nancy’s a poor kid and a loser!

Rachel can’t do any of the Home-Ec things, and has to keep up her lie about being a
teacher (which is tough, because Mrs. Paige is watching her like a hawk). Even worse,
when she tries to make time with the cute English teacher from the hiring committee, she
discovers he’s none other than Sam, the kid she used to torment! He’s grown up into a
real hottie – but he remembers her well enough, and is not interested.

Rachel hates it all, and just wants to put in her time and collect her inheritance.

SEQUENCE 4

Rachel starts getting her feet under her, and again finds a way to start working the
situation to suit her own needs. She’s still constantly battling with Sydney and Kelly (but
manages to win a few) and changes the curriculum to get her students fixing up her
apartment, sewing new clothes for her (since she can no longer afford to buy haute
couture) and cooking her meals. All under the guise of being a school project, of course.

Rachel realizes that Nancy lives in the same building as her, and starts to be aware of
how difficult it is for Nancy to be Sydney’s whipping girl – just like Sam was Rachel’s
favorite target. She also becomes aware of Nancy’s fashion skills. Nancy’s actually pretty
cool for a dorky, poor kid… and she and Rachel actually have a lot in common. They
bond over fashion.

Mrs. Paige forces Rachel to do the all crappy extracurricular duties – supervise junior
farmer school dances, run bake sales for the wrestling team, and chaperone the chemistry
club’s awful field trips to the sewage treatment plant – but these events brings Rachel in
closer contact with Sam, who volunteers to do these things because he genuinely cares
about the students (especially the dorky ones). His passion is pretty darn hot.
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Rachel discovers that Sam is trying to raise money to create college scholarships for
gifted, low-income students. He’s lucky, he may still by paying off loans from teacher’s
college, but kids like Nancy and others don’t even have that option. Rachel finally starts
to understand how tough it must be to have less than what she’s always had – and taken
for granted.

In an effort to impress him, Rachel offers to help fundraise for the scholarship fund by
hosting a fashion show, using her students and showcasing their talents. Sam takes her up
on it, Rachel convinces Nancy to help her pull it off (MIDPOINT).

SEQUENCE 5

Prepping for the fashion show. Rachel starts to genuinely care about the students,
particularly Nancy, whom she gives a makeover and helps win the affections of Brian,
the jock Nancy’s been in love with for ages. Rachel convinces Brian and the jocks to be
models in the show, and finds ways to push him and Nancy together. Forbidden cross-
clique love starts to blossom.

Unfortunately, this draws the wrath of Sydney, who is also in love with Brian. Sydney
decides it’s time to let Mrs. Paige know what Rachel’s been up to, using students to fix
her apartment, make her clothing, and work on the fashion show to impress Sam. Ticked,
Mrs. Paige starts digging into Rachel’s fake resume…

As they work together on the fashion show, Rachel falls in love with Sam, and, impressed
by her new passion for helping her students, Sam falls for Rachel.

SEQUENCE 6

Sam and Rachel end up on a romantic date while chaperoning the school’s Senior
Carnival. Rachel apologizes to Sam for how she treated him in high school. She
understands now how awful she was, and she’s not the girl she used to be. Sam forgives
her, reveals that he became a teacher because of Rachel – she was so cruel to him in high
school, he wanted to become a teacher to help other underdogs survive it with hope. They
wouldn’t be who they are today if they hadn’t known each other in high school. They kiss
on the Ferris wheel.

The fashion show comes together. Rachel uses her heiress/fashionista skills to pull it off,
organizing a fabulous bash with a wealthy, fashion-loving guest list. It’s a big success,
Nancy is suddenly popular, and everyone is happy, including Rachel’s father, who
attends and is impressed with her new work ethic, and understanding of the value of a
dollar to kids in need.

Until Mrs. Paige dramatically interrupts with proof that Rachel faked her resume.
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Rachel’s lies are exposed – she isn’t a teacher, and has been using everyone (especially
Nancy and Sam) just to claim her inheritance. Dad is angry, she hasn’t learned anything –
she’s officially cut off.

But Rachel’s more upset about hurting Sam and Nancy than losing the money. She tries
to insist that although it started out about the inheritance, that’s not why she’s doing this
now – she actually cares about the students, and about Sam. Sam doesn’t believe her –
she still the same mean girl she was in high school, using everyone around her (ACT
TWO BREAK).

ACT THREE

SEQUENCE 7

Rachel has to fix what she’s done. To Sam, to Nancy, everyone. She doesn’t even want
the inheritance anymore, she just wants to be a teacher, helping her students. She sticks
her neck out for Nancy (helps set her up with an internship at a fabulous fashion house)
and for Sam (she starts hitting up all her fair-weather rich kid friends who owe her favors,
fundraising in earnest for the scholarship fund).

At the end-of-year assembly, as Sam announces how much money has been raised for the
scholarship fund (much of it by Rachel), Rachel interrupts to publicly apologize –
especially to Sam and Nancy. She warns the entire student body of the dangers of falling
into the clique system – you can miss out on some of the best people of your life just
because they’re not the typical definition of cool or popular. Rachel apologizes to Sam in
front of everyone – she can honestly say now that she wouldn’t be who she is today if it
wasn’t for him. Sam is conflicted, Nancy is embarrassed – but they’re both touched.

SEQUENCE 8

The school board meeting. Under Mrs. Paige’s smug eye, Rachel accepts the board’s
decision to fire her, and hopes they won’t deny the students credit for all the hard work
they did in her class – she may have been a fraud, but the kids weren’t. She reveals that
she plans to apply for teacher’s college for real.

Suddenly, the meeting is interrupted by Rachel’s students, led by Nancy and Brian, who
stand up for her. Rachel brought all of them together, regardless of the clique they came
from, and helped them really accomplish something important. They lobby for Rachel to
keep her job.

Led by Sam, Mrs. Paige is out-voted, and the board decides to keep Rachel, provided she
takes night classes to become a real teacher (CLIMAX).
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After it all goes down, Dad is impressed by Rachel’s resolve to admit to her mistakes and
fix them. He decides to give her her inheritance money now. She uses it to create
scholarships.
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APPENDIX C: FIRST TREATMENT

Seven years ago. Short Hills High School. RACHEL SWANSON, 17, is a way pretty,
way fashionable, way rich heiress. Boys, girls, teachers, janitors – they all love and
worship Rachel. High school is her oyster – and she’s a fabulous pearl!

Rachel’s so busy shopping and socializing – it’s hard work being queen bee! – she
doesn’t have time for homework. It’s lucky everyone’s so nice to her! Home Ec class?
Rachel turns in a stunning soufflé, made by the family chef. Biology? Rachel’s lab
partner has already done the dissection and report. English? Dork-o supreme-o SAM
adoringly hands Rachel a “guaranteed A” paper on Hamlet.

Sam asks Rachel to senior carnival. Oh gee. Rachel would really like to, but it’s just not
up to her. As Prom Queen, she is expected to go to carnival with the Prom King. And you
don’t defy clique law! Sam is crushed.

History. The one person who doesn’t adore Rachel, MS. PAIGE. is highly suspicious of
Rachel’s essay on the Depression. When Rachel admits to a little “peer input”, Ms. Paige
decides it’s time for a parent-teacher conference. But RICHARD (DADDY) SWANSON
dismisses his daughter’s lack of effort as effective use of the student body resource, and
implies to the principal that he may make a sizable donation to the school’s library.
Rachel’s off the hook!

Ms. Paige is extremely annoyed. One day young lady, you’re going to have to take
responsibility for yourself!

Present Day. Rachel, now 24, is a way pretty, way fashionable, way rich heiress. She
spends all her time shopping and socializing, and everyone does everything for her. In
fact, one of Daddy’s junior lawyers, CLAYTON, just managed to get Rachel out of
several traffic tickets. He clearly adores her – everyone does!

It’s good to be queen. But after a particularly extravagant shopping/partying binge,
Daddy gets the massive bill – and loses it.

Rachel hasn’t done anything with her life since high school – no college, no job. Time for
some tough love. He’s cutting her off until she learns to be an adult and take
responsibility for herself. No car, no allowance, no living at home. She has to prove her
responsibility and adulthood by holding down a job and living on her own means for one
year – and then he’ll consider re-instating her in the will.

Eek! Rachel suddenly finds herself with nothing; no money, and now that she’s poor
instead of a cool heiress, a lot less friends. She interviews for several jobs – personal
shopper, banker, zookeeper – which she is wildly inappropriate for.
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Living in a run down apartment on the poor side of town, and forced to ride the bus,
Rachel must get a job to survive. She bemoans the fact that life was so much easier in
high school – everyone did everything for her, all she had to do was be pretty, well-
dressed, and popular (which she’s really good at!).

Rachel realizes what she needs to do – find a way to get paid to hang out at high school
again. And how do you do that? You become a teacher, of course!

Rachel returns to Short Hills, where she makes a great discovery – they’re looking for a
long-term Home Ec substitute teacher. Perfect! But she also makes an unpleasant
discovery – Ms. Paige is now principal. Ugh.

Lucky for Rachel, the rest of the hiring committee, including a cute young English
teacher, want to offer her the job. Ms. Paige reluctantly agrees – as long as Rachel gets
decent scores on the state-issued substitute-teaching exam.

Um, exam? And it looks hard. Like, SAT hard. But Rachel knows one person still willing
to do favors for her – Clayton. She convinces him to write the test for her, implying that
she might be grateful enough to go on a date with him.

Done! Clayton takes care of it, gets a great score on the test, and Rachel gets the job - she
is the new Home Ec teacher at Short Hills!

But somehow, things just aren’t the same. Her first day back, Rachel tries to hang with
the cool kids, assuming she’ll just socialize like she used to – wrong. She’s a teacher now
(the enemy!) and without the trappings of her wealth (cool clothes, cool car), a super-
lame one at that. Rachel is horrified when the current “it” girls, SYDNEY and KELLY,
pull brutal pranks on her to torture the new sub.

The only kid who’s half-decent to her is NANCY, but yuck, Nancy’s a poor kid and a
loser! Rachel is distraught – what the heck happened to high school?

Even worse, it turns out that without the help of the family chef, Rachel really sucks at
Home Ec. Everything she puts in the oven – or toaster, or microwave, or dishwasher –
bursts into flames. She can’t even vacuum without a runaway steam-cleaner terrorizing
students. Despite knowing everything about fashion, the sewing machine defeats her, and
she accidentally sews herself inside her own shirt. And then there’s the whole laundry
mix up with bleach and ammonia that requires a bio-hazard team... Ms. Paige was never a
Rachel fan, but now she’s watching her like a hawk.

Looking for a silver lining, Rachel tries to make time with the cute English teacher from
the hiring committee – only to discover that he’s none other than Sam, the dorky kid who
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used to do her English papers! He’s grown up into a real hottie – but he remembers her
clique-ish rejection, and is not interested.

Rachel can’t believe it – she actually hates high school. Just wants to survive long enough
to put in her time and collect her inheritance.

Determined to work the situation, Rachel changes the curriculum to get students fixing up
her apartment, sewing her clothes (since she can no longer afford haute couture) and
cooking her meals. All under the guise of a school project.

There are constant battles with Sydney and Kelly, who pick on Rachel almost as much as
they pick on Nancy. But Rachel starts holding her own. Turns out, being able to send kids
to the principal’s office is kinda rad!

Rachel discovers Nancy lives in the same building, and realizes how difficult it is for
Nancy to be unpopular. She also becomes aware of Nancy’s fashion skills, and intense
crush on BRIAN, the most popular jock at school. Nancy’s actually pretty cool for a
dorky, poor kid… and she and Rachel actually have a lot in common! They bond over
fashion.

Meanwhile, Clayton would really like to take Rachel on that date she promised. Ick.
Luckily, Rachel has plenty of excuses. Ms. Paige keeps her busy with crappy
extracurricular duties: supervising junior farmers’ cow-milking and stall-mucking
contests, running gluten-free, dairy-free bake sales for the vegan club, and chaperoning
the chemistry club’s awful field trips to the sewage treatment plant.

But these events bring Rachel in closer contact with Sam, who volunteers to help out with
them all because he genuinely cares about the students (especially the dorky, unpopular
ones). His passion is pretty darn hot.

Rachel learns Sam is trying to raise money for college scholarships for gifted, low-
income students. He may still by paying off loans from college, but kids like Nancy don’t
even have that option. Rachel finally starts to understand how tough it must be to have
less than what she’s always had – and taken for granted.

In an effort to impress him, Rachel offers to help fundraise by hosting a fashion show,
using her students and showcasing their talents. Sam agrees. Rachel convinces Nancy to
help her by doing the design work… and sewing… and set construction… but come on,
this is a good learning opportunity for the students!

As they prepare for the fashion show, Rachel starts to get to know and genuinely care
about the students, particularly Nancy, whom she gives a makeover and coaches on how
to win Brian’s affections. Rachel convinces Brian and the jocks to be models in the show,
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and finds ways to push him and Nancy together. Forbidden cross-clique love starts to
blossom!

Unfortunately, this draws the wrath of Sydney, who is also in love with Brian. Sydney
decides it’s time to take Rachel down. She just needs the right dirt…

As they work together on the fashion show, Rachel falls in love with Sam, and, impressed
by her new passion for helping her students, Sam falls for Rachel.

Senior carnival. Ms. Paige puts Rachel on dunk tank duty uses a huge wad of cash to
dunk Rachel in the dirty, icy tank water – repeatedly. Her satisfaction dies when she sees
Brian win Nancy a stuffed animal. Grr!

Sam brings Rachel a blanket and hot chocolate while they cruise the carnival. He’s
waited 7 years to come here with her. Rachel apologizes. She understands now how self-
absorbed she was in high school, but she’s not the girl she used to be. Sam forgives her –
tonight was worth the wait. They share a romantic kiss.

The day before the fashion show. Sydney finally gets some dirt when Clayton comes to
school to try to get the date Rachel owes him. Rachel blows him off, but Sydney
overhears that he took the substitute exam for her. Interesting…

The fashion show. It’s everything Rachel’s good at; she uses her
heiress/fashionista/queen bee skills to organize a fabulous bash with a wealthy, fashion-
loving guest list. It’s a big success, Nancy is suddenly popular, and everyone is happy,
including Rachel’s father, who attends and is impressed with her new work ethic, and
understanding of the value of a dollar to kids in need.

Until Ms. Paige dramatically interrupts with Sydney and Clayton in tow. Ms. Paige forces
Clayton to reveal he wrote the substitute-teaching exam for Rachel. He only did it
because she promised him a date – but now she won’t go out with him!

Rachel is exposed. She isn’t certified to be a substitute, and has been forcing students to
decorate her home, sew her clothes and cook her meals. She’s been using everyone
(especially Nancy and Sam) just to claim her inheritance. There will be a school board
meeting in two weeks to determine her fate.

Daddy is angry, Rachel hasn’t learned anything, she’s officially cut off. Ms. Paige scoffs
– he’s the whole reason Rachel’s a spoiled, self-absorbed heir-head in the first place!
Daddy’s shocked, no one’s ever spoken to him like that before…

Nancy feels used – she thought Rachel was her first real, true friend – but the whole time
she was just using her? Sam comforts Nancy – this is something he knows all about.
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Hearing Clayton’s story is a brutal reminder of the past, and how Rachel treated him in
high school. He’s devastated that she lied to him – again. Rachel’s still the exact same
selfish, self-absorbed girl she used to be.

Rachel is crushed – she’s lost everything, and it’s all her own fault. She needs to find a
way to make it right – to Sam, to Nancy, to everyone.

Rachel goes to Daddy for help. She doesn’t even care about the inheritance anymore, she
just wants to be a teacher, help her students. Daddy’s happy to hear it, but what Ms. Paige
said struck a chord – it is partly his fault that Rachel turned out the way she did. It’s time
for her to stand on her own and make it right.

Resolved, Rachel helps get Nancy an internship at a fabulous fashion house, and for Sam,
she hits up all her fair-weather rich kid friends, fundraising in earnest for the scholarship
fund. Sam appreciates it, but throwing money at him to try to make him like her again
just proves Rachel hasn’t changed.

Rachel finally gets it. She actually has to do the work herself. Rachel studies in earnest
for the substitute-teaching exam. She also studies up on everything Home Ec. She
watches the Food Network until she can cook a perfect roast. Sews smock after smock,
until she masters the sewing machine to create a fashionable dress. Learns to clean, do
laundry, and even conquer the vacuum.

One morning, Sam finds an extra English paper in his stack of marking. It’s a paper on
Hamlet – 100% written by Rachel.

Rachel writes the substitute-teaching exam. Her hard work pays off – she aces it, getting
an even better mark than Clayton did. It’s a big moment for her – after years of getting
others to do everything for her, she finally understands that there’s nothing as satisfying
as accomplishing something yourself.

End-of-year assembly. As Sam announces how much money has been raised for the
scholarship fund, Rachel interrupts to publicly apologize, especially to him and Nancy.
She warns students of the danger of trying to coast through life, but also of falling into
the clique system – you can miss out on some of the best people of your life just because
they’re not the typical definition of cool. After her speech, Sam is conflicted, Nancy is
embarrassed – but they’re both touched.

School board meeting. Under Ms. Paige’s smug eye, Rachel reveals she has now written
the exam for real, but accepts the board’s decision to fire her. She only hopes they won’t
deny the students credit for all the hard work they did in her class – she may have been a
fraud, but the kids weren’t.
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Suddenly, the meeting is interrupted by students, led by Nancy and Brian. Rachel brought
them all together, regardless of the clique they came from, and helped them accomplish
something important. They lobby for Rachel to keep her job.

Led by Sam, Ms. Paige is out-voted, and the board decides to keep Rachel.

Daddy is proud of his daughter, and decides to give Rachel her inheritance money now.
Rachel plans to use part of it to create more scholarships. Daddy asks Ms. Paige out for a
drink to thank her for setting him straight about his role in spoiling Rachel. She’s
flattered – old people romance is in the air!

Sam gives Rachel back her graded paper on Hamlet. She got an A – and she earned it, all
by herself. She’s not just some heir-head anymore. Rachel wonders if this means he’s
forgiven her? Sam’s kiss assures her it does.
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APPENDIX D: REVISED TREATMENT

Seven years ago. Short Hills High School. RACHEL SWANSON, 17, is a pretty,
fashionable, rich heiress. Boys, girls, teachers, janitors – they all love the sweet but ditsy
Rachel. High school is her oyster – and Rachel is a very happy pearl!

Senior chemistry class. In the middle of an important experiment, Rachel breezes in 45
minutes late. She was getting a facial and lost track of time! But to make it up to her
teacher and fellow students, she’s brought in a fabulous catered lunch. Everyone is
charmed – except KATE, 15, an overachiever who wants to finish the experiment.
Chemistry is a prerequisite for college – these marks count! Seduced by food, the
students and teacher overrule the annoyed Kate.

Kate’s awkward older brother SAM, 17, reminds Rachel about the regional poetry slam
tonight. She agreed to be on the Short Hills team – he needs another member to be
considered a “team” and compete. Clearly in love with Rachel, Sam mentions a special
poem he wants her to hear. Rachel says she’ll be there!

But then Rachel gets invited to a big pool party, and accidentally forgets all about the
poetry slam. Oops! Sam stalls as long as possible, but the Short Hills team can’t compete
with only one member. He’s disqualified, and left holding an unread love poem for
Rachel, heartbroken in more ways than one.

Present Day. Rachel, now 24, is still a pretty, fashionable heiress, and still functions like
a teenager, which is easy when your tycoon father DICK (DADDY) SWANSON has a
staff of chefs, maids, and housekeepers to take care of you.

Today is Daddy’s birthday, and Rachel surprises him at his office with the stars of the
current Broadway hit, flown in just to sing him happy birthday! Daddy is embarrassed –
he’s in the middle of a really important meeting. And how much did all this cost? Rachel
isn’t worried – she put it on Daddy’s Black Card. She wants to take Daddy to lunch too,
but he’s very busy, and since Rachel just interrupted his important meeting, he’ll have to
take his clients to lunch instead.

Rachel is hurt, especially when she spies Daddy’s new Junior Assistant – it’s Kate! Her
overachiever ways have paid off, and she’s climbed the ladder at Daddy’s company very
quickly. Kate gets his signature on some important documents that she’s just about to run
down to the zoning office to seal a crucial development deal in time for his birthday.
Daddy is impressed – with her responsibility and work ethic, that promotion will be
Kate’s in no time.
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Feeling left out, and wanting to do something nice for Daddy, Rachel insists that she will
take the documents to the zoning office. Daddy reluctantly agrees. But it’s very, very
important the papers are filed by five o’clock today.

Rachel is on her way when she hears that her favorite designer is having a flash sale!
Surely there’s time to go to the sale and file Daddy’s documents after, right?

Wrong. Distracted by the sale, Rachel forgets about the papers until it’s too late. Despite
a frantic rush, the zoning office is closed when she gets there. Uh oh.

Daddy is very upset. Rachel just ruined his important deal. Rachel insists there must be
someone they can pay to fix this. Daddy realizes Rachel relies too much on money. She
needs to grow up and learn responsibility. Time for tough love.

Daddy disinherits Rachel. No car, no allowance, no living at home. She has to prove her
responsibility and adulthood by holding down a job and living on her own means for one
year. Devastated, Rachel leaves, with nowhere to go, and no idea what to do. She’s never
had nothing before!

Daddy has a moment of regret. Has he just sent a Sea World seal off to the cold, cruel
arctic? Kate, seeing an opportunity to impress Daddy, offers to help Rachel. Kate’s
brother just moved out, she has an extra room in her apartment. Rachel can stay there
while Kate helps her get on her feet and find a job. Relieved, Daddy agrees. Kate will get
the promotion if she helps his little girl.

Kate takes Rachel to her new home. It’s awkward. Rachel is not used to a small little
apartment, not to mention Kate’s complete lack of decorating. Kate insists she’s been
busy focusing on her career, and hasn’t had time for that kind of stuff.

Kate tries to help Rachel find a job, but Rachel is inappropriate and unskilled for
everything she interviews for – banker, zookeeper, landscape architect.

In fact, Rachel doesn’t seem to be skilled for much of anything. Whether it’s grocery
shopping disasters, not cleaning up after herself, or forgetting important tasks, living with
Rachel is like living with a teenager. Rachel bemoans the fact that life was so much
easier when she was a teenager, in high school.

Kate’s at the end of her rope when Sam comes to pick up his last box of stuff. He would
have collected it sooner, but Short Hills High, where Sam’s the Junior Vice Principal, lost
their Home Ec teacher and he’s had to pick up the slack. They can’t find a replacement.
Sam is surprised to see Rachel after all these years.
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Inspired, Kate convinces Sam that hiring Rachel as a substitute Home Ec teacher will
solve everyone’s problems. Sam is skeptical, but gosh, Rachel’s still awfully pretty, and
before he knows it, he’s agreeing to hire her.

There’s one condition – Rachel must complete the state-issued substitute teaching exam
and send the results to the state. Thrilled, Rachel promises she will, but when the day of
the exam comes, she’s so distracted choosing an outfit for her first day back at Short Hills
High that she forgets to go write the test.
Her first day of work! Rachel is beyond excited, but somehow, things just aren’t the same
at Short Hills. The current queen bee, SYDNEY, is not the kind of benevolent ruler
Rachel was. Sydney is a mean girl! And since Rachel is a new sub, and students love
torturing subs, Sydney gives Rachel a heck of a welcome.

In fact, the only kid who’s nice to her is NANCY, a sweet loner, but Nancy’s too shy to
stand up for herself, let alone Rachel.

Even worse, Rachel really sucks at Home Ec. Everything she puts in the oven – or
toaster, or microwave, or dishwasher – bursts into flames. She can’t even vacuum without
a runaway steam-cleaner terrorizing students. Despite knowing everything about fashion,
the sewing machine defeats her, and she accidentally sews herself inside her own shirt.
And then there’s the whole laundry mix up with bleach and ammonia that requires a bio-
hazard team... Sam works double time to hide Rachel’s mistakes from the PRINCIPAL –
and save both their jobs.

Rachel feels bad, she’s not good at anything! Sam says she can make it up by
chaperoning student events. Student clubs can’t have events without a teacher present –
and Rachel can at least be present. Rachel is relieved until she discovers the events
include junior farmers’ cow-milking and stall-mucking contests, gluten-free, dairy-free
bake sales for the vegan club, and the chemistry club’s awful field trips to the sewage
treatment plant.

Convinced she’s not cut out for this, Rachel heads to Daddy’s office to beg him for help.
But when she sees Kate working hard, and how much Daddy respects that, Rachel leaves
without asking. She wants to be respected too! But how?

That night, Rachel mopes while she supervises a mini film festival hosted by the Short
Hills Film Club. Sydney flirts with the handsome BRIAN, chair of the club, and is put
out when he doesn’t respond. Nancy is there too, and gushes that she saw Rachel in the
style pages of her favorite fashion magazine, rocking a very tricky outfit. Nancy is a
closet fashionista, and thinks Rachel’s a really cool teacher! Rachel doesn’t think she’ll
be a teacher long, but Nancy says anyone who could make this outfit look good in a
magazine can do anything.
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Bolstered, Rachel gets an idea. She’s always her best in front of a camera, and that may
be the key to proving how hard she’s trying to Daddy!

Rachel changes the Home Ec curriculum, and enlists Brian’s help with a special new
series of projects. She gets her students cooking fancy meals in an Iron Chef style cook-
off and sewing haute couture clothes for makeovers Rachel gives her students. Rachel
may not be good at doing any of the Home Ec things, but she’s good at supervising others
and hosting.

Brian films it all, under the guise of a school project, and Rachel sends Daddy the
finished webisodes. He’s grudgingly impressed. Rachel really seems to be trying.

As they work on the projects, Sydney continually picks on Rachel, almost as much as she
picks on Nancy, who clearly has a crush on Brian as well. But with her new confidence,
Rachel starts holding her own. Turns out, being able to send kids to the Principal’s office
is kinda rad!

When Kate comes home to find her apartment drastically different and filled with
students after Rachel’s HGTV style decorating challenge, she is not impressed – until she
realizes that actually, it does look kind of good.  And the kids seem to be learning
something. Maybe Rachel is doing okay after all…

But then Sam arrives, horrified that Rachel took kids off school property on an unplanned
field trip – they’re minors, they don’t have parental permission! It’s highly irresponsible
– what if something had gone wrong? At that exact moment, a glue gun catches on fire.
No one’s hurt, but Sam’s point is proven.

Rachel feels awful, especially when she realizes Sam’s concern comes from how much
he cares about his students. That passion is pretty darn hot. After he leaves, Rachel begs
Kate not to tell Daddy about her mistake. Kate agrees, but Rachel needs to get her act
together.

Rachel is determined to find a way to prove to Kate, Sam and Daddy that she’s
responsible. She discovers Sam is trying to raise money for college scholarships for
gifted, low-income students. Students like Nancy, for whom college may not be an option
otherwise. Rachel finally starts to understand how tough it must be to have less than what
she’s always had – and taken for granted.

Rachel offers to help fundraise by hosting a fashion show, using her students and
showcasing their talents. Sam agrees. Rachel convinces Nancy to do the design work.
Nancy is flattered, and thrilled when Rachel asks Brian to help too!
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As they prepare for the fashion show, Rachel starts to get to know and genuinely care
about the students, particularly Nancy, who blossoms while working on the fashion show.
Rachel encourages her, and coaches Nancy on how to win Brian’s affections, finding
ways to push the two together.

Unfortunately, this draws the wrath of Sydney, who is also in love with Brian. Sydney
decides it’s time to take Rachel down. She just needs the right dirt…

As they work together on the fashion show, Rachel falls in love with Sam, and, impressed
by her new responsibility and passion, Sam falls for Rachel.

Rachel needs another model for the show and asks Kate. Kate isn’t comfortable with this
sort of thing. Rachel realizes Kate has been so focused on her career, she hasn’t spent any
time on herself! Rachel gives Kate a mini heiress makeover, teaching her to take the time
to enjoy life and pamper herself. Kate is pleasantly surprised by the outcome, and agrees
to be in the fashion show.

Senior carnival. Chaperoning once again, Rachel finds herself on dunk tank duty, perched
on the shaky platform while students try to dunk her. Revealing herself to have a
surprisingly good throwing arm, Sydney uses a huge wad of cash to repeatedly dunk
Rachel in the dirty, icy tank water. Sydney’s satisfaction dies when she sees Brian win
Nancy a stuffed animal. Grr! This is all Rachel’s fault, and Sydney is more determined
than ever to take her down.

With everyone distracted by the carnival, Sydney sneaks into the school’s main office
and searches Rachel’s file. There’s got to be something she can use…

Later, Sam brings Rachel a blanket and hot chocolate while they cruise the carnival. The
poetry club reads improvised poetry. Rachel is impressed, Sam is proud - they’re his
students. The kids coax him onto the stage, and Sam recites the poem he wrote for Rachel
all those years ago – he still knows it by heart.

Touched, Rachel apologizes. She understands now how irresponsible and thoughtless she
was in high school, but she’s not the girl she used to be. Sam forgives her – better late
than never. They share a romantic kiss.

Dress rehearsal for the fashion show. It’s everything Rachel’s good at; she uses her
heiress/fashionista/queen bee skills to plan a fabulous bash with a wealthy, fashion-loving
guest list. Nancy has produced beautiful fashions, come out of her shell, and found love.
Sam is thrilled with what will surely be a great fundraiser, and when Kate brings Daddy
to see the rehearsal, he is impressed with Rachel’s new work ethic, and understanding of
the value of a dollar to kids in need.
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Until Sydney dramatically interrupts with the Principal in tow. Sydney reveals Rachel
never wrote the state-issued substitute teaching exam. She isn’t certified to be a sub!

Uh oh. Rachel totally meant to write it, but she forgot. While Sydney gloats, the Principal
is forced to suspend Rachel until the school board can meet to discuss her fate in two
weeks. He’s also forced to cancel the fashion show. Without a teacher to officially run it,
it can’t be a school event.

Sam’s devastated by Rachel’s irresponsibility. Not only has she messed up her own job,
but she’s put his on the line as well, and let down all the kids who were counting on her.
Nancy, Brian and the other students – all their hard work is down the drain, and now
there won’t be money for the scholarship fund.

Daddy is disappointed. Rachel hasn’t learned anything, she’s as irresponsible as ever.
Somehow, his disappointment is worse than his anger.

Rachel is crushed – she’s messed everything up, and it’s all her own fault. She needs to
find a way to make it right – to Sam, to Nancy – to everyone. But how?

Daddy calls Rachel into his office. He realizes now that it’s his fault Rachel is
irresponsible – he raised her to be this way. To make up for it, he offers to pull strings
and sort out the teaching issue. Rachel turns him down. She messed up, and being a
responsible adult means fixing your own messes. She intends to do so, not just for her
own sake, but for the sake of her students. Daddy is impressed – as is Kate, who
overhears the conversation.

Resolved, Rachel calls in favors with her rich friends, rescheduling the fashion show and
organizing to host it at a swanky hotel. It doesn’t need an official teacher supervisor if it’s
not an official school event. Nancy can still showcase her designs, and they can still raise
money for scholarships.

Meanwhile, Rachel studies for the substitute-teaching exam. Kate is happy to help.
Rachel also studies up on everything Home Ec. Under the tutelage of Daddy’s chefs,
maids and housekeepers, she quickly learns to cook a perfect roast, master the sewing
machine, do laundry, and even conquer the vacuum.

Rachel writes the substitute-teaching exam. Her hard work pays off – she aces it!
Thrilled, Rachel takes the results to Sam so he can present them at the school board
meeting. Sam says she can present them herself, but Rachel won’t be there. She recites a
poem she wrote just for him; it’s an invitation to the rescheduled fashion show, which
happens to be at the same time as the board meeting. Rachel’s first and foremost
responsibility is to the kids – she said they’d have a fashion show, and they’re going to
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have one, even if it means missing the board meeting and potentially losing her job. Sam
is touched.

The fashion show. It’s a huge success, Nancy’s creations are much admired, especially by
the designers Rachel invited. Nancy is offered an internship at a hot fashion house.
Rachel’s rich friends open their deep pockets, raising much-needed scholarship money.

Kate is happy for the show’s success, but what about Rachel’s teaching job? Sam
answers that question. He brought the school board down to the fashion show to see
Rachel’s qualifications first hand. They’re impressed with her dedication to the students,
and since she passed the exam with flying colors, they’re more than happy to give her
back her job. Rachel is a teacher again, much to Sydney’s chagrin.

Daddy is proud of his daughter, and decides to give Rachel her inheritance money now.
Rachel plans to use part of it to create more scholarships.

Now that she’s sorted everything out, Sam has another event he’d like Rachel to attend –
dinner, with him. No chaperone required.
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APPENDIX E: BEAT SHEET

ACT ONE

SEQUENCE ONE

SEVEN YEARS AGO

1. Spa. Close up on Rachel’s face: getting a facial, a manicure, and a pedicure all at once.
Someone holds a straw to her lips so she can drink.

2. Chemistry Lab. Kate working hard on the experiment.

3. Spa. Rachel’s car gets towed, calls Mary for a ride and to get car out of impound – has
to be back at school.

4. School. Rachel arrives at school

5. Chemistry Lab. Rachel late. Teacher ticked, until Rachel reveals she brought
macchiatos for everyone! (thought it would be fun!)

a. Lab Station. Kate’s Rachel’s lab partner. Ticked. Has done all the work
b. Rachel ditsy, thanks her, got Kate a macchiato AND coffee cake (can’t eat

because gloves sterile). We’re getting an A, by the way. Rachel – we always
do!

6. High School Hallway, walking to car. Sam waiting, Kate thinks for her – but waiting
for Rachel. Reminds her re: poetry slam. Needs her to compete, has special poem he
wants her to hear. Rachel insists she’ll be there. (Sam gives her flyer, she puts it in car)

7. Int. Limo
a. Amber gets in, upset about destroyed Marco Marco sweater. Decide to have

pool party to cheer her up. Make decision as pulling up to --

8. Rachel’s House.
a. Kitchen. Rachel asks chef for food for say, 50 people, and oh, lots of fresh

sushi, since it’s a pool party after all…
b. Pool. Asks gardener to re-open pool
c. Turns to Chauffeur, asks for ice sculpture to keep sushi fresh. He takes her

coat, flyer falls out of her pocket.
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d. Amber – not a pain in the ass? Rachel – no, it’s super easy. Besides, you’re
upset – this is serious! Amber – such a good friend, taking time out of your
night. Rachel – what are friends for? Flyer on ground, forgotten

9. Poetry Slam. Sam left waiting, can’t compete. Poem for Rachel left unread.

10. Rachel’s House. Daddy comes home, with Mary in tow – pissed about $ to get car out
of impound, big party. Threatens to cut off, Rachel manages to wrap him around her
finger (she has something for him – his favorite sushi, just for him, he appreciates her
thoughtfulness – set up that this is why Rachel is the way she is). He doesn’t cut her off,
but tells her she needs to start learning responsibility – can’t live like this forever.

PRESENT DAY

11. Daddy’s Office. Rachel shows up at Daddy’s work, to celebrate his birthday. Brings
women in trench coats, from Peep Show.

12. Daddy’s Office, Conference Room.
a. Lobby. Rachel arrives with huge group of people. Rachel goes to elevator,

Kate - you can’t go up there. Didn’t recognize Rachel. Rachel didn’t realize
Kate worked there. Junior Assistant, Secretary mentions Kate up for
promotion soon.

b. Elevator. Rachel insists she can go in, Kate protests, very important
c. Conference Room. Meeting interrupted. Everyone stops. Happy Birthday,

Daddy! Peep show stars sing. Daddy horrified.
d. Daddy’s Office. Cost, wants to take him to lunch, can’t, big business meeting

interrupted, has to take them now.
e. Hallway. Rachel about to leave, waiting for elevator. Sees Kate give Daddy

important documents – best birthday present ever. Won’t be long before she
gets that promotion. Rachel jealous.

f. Rachel stops Daddy on way back to conference room. She wants to file, if she
can’t take Daddy to lunch, can do that, at least. Daddy agrees, Kate worried.

13. Rachel’s Car. Amber calls – Marco Marco fire sale!

14. Marco Marco’s Fire Sale.
a. Loses track of time. Amber there to take advantage
b.  Suddenly realizes what time it is!

15. Zoning Office. Too late – it’s closed.

16. Daddy’s office.
a. Daddy pissed, deal ruined.
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b. Rachel says they can pay someone to fix it.
c. Daddy realizes she takes money for granted, irresponsible.
d. Daddy disinherits. No inheritance, no car, no servants, no living at home – No

Allowance!! Prove a responsible adult, got job, live on your own means for
one year.

e. Kate overhears, but pretends she didn’t when Rachel leaves, crying.

SEQUENCE TWO

1. Ext. Daddy’s Office. Rachel has nowhere to go.
a. Goes to car, car getting towed, calls Mary – Daddy cuts in, you’re cut off.
b. Rachel calls Amber, tells her she’s been disinherited, suddenly Amber has to

go (not interested in poor friend).
c. What do I do now? Never had nothing before… sits down on curb.

2. Int. Daddy’s Office. Daddy looking out window, sees Rachel, he’s upset.
a. Kate working late. Overhears as Mary and Daddy – Rachel’s a sea world seal.

You always threaten to cut her off but never do. This time I do. I had no other
choice, nothing else worked. If there’s anyone that can get through to that girl,
I’ll give them 6 figures and a corner office. Kate has a light bulb moment

3. Swanson Estate. Brendan waiting for Rachel with her suitcases, all packed. So sorry,
Rachel

4. Swanson Estate. Kate picks Rachel up, takes to her apartment

5. Kate’s Apartment.
a. Rachel enters. So small, and bland
b. Don’t worry, we’ll find you a job and you’ll be on your feet in no time.

6. Job Montage:
a. Spa – I organize events, run Daddy’s estate – flashback to her asking Brendan,

Brendan does it. Rachel does horribly.

b. Coffee Shop – I make barista drinks all the time at home – flashback to her

asking chef, chef making. Rachel does horribly.

c. Marco Marco’s boutique – Amber pretends she doesn’t know her, Rachel

humiliated, quits.
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7. Kate’s Apartment.
a. Sam arrives, now vice principal at their old school
b. Home Ec teaching job available. Rachel gets the idea, wants the job.
c. She can have it, but MUST write state sub exam

8. Rachel misses the exam.

9. Kate drops Rachel off for her first day of school

ACT TWO, PART ONE

SEQUENCE THREE

1. Short Hills High Hallway – things have changed
a. Rachel hears people gossiping, assumes it’s about her.
b. Rachel realizes the gossip is about Sydney – who is mean to her, and to the

other students, and to Darcy.

2. Home Ec Classroom – off to a bad start
a. Meet Kelly – seat totally reserved
b. Rachel sits in a student seat, meets Nancy starts talking
c. Sydney and Kelly moment – air kiss, disparage the sub
d. Rachel introduces herself, Sydney convinces her to take attendance to office
e. Lock out. Rachel meets Sam, Principal Brewster
f. Sydney practicing runway walks/posing – establish she wants to be a model,

needs to sign with an agency – set up Brian here?

3. Home Ec Classroom - Rachel tries to teach
a. Boeuf Bourgignon - no recipe, no ingredients
b. Pantry – can make soufflé
c. Rachel has no idea what she’s doing, spray Sydney – new enemy
d. Soufflé on fire – Sydney uses extinguisher on Rachel
e. Brewster witnesses, Rachel teaches fire safety first. Brewster suspicious

4. Sam’s Office – Chastised
a. Sam chastises, she can’t mess this up – his butt on line too
b. Sam says she can make it up by chaperoning events so he can focus on setting

up the scholarship fund
c. Clarifies what kind of events she’ll be chaperoning

5. The Montage – Work is Hard!
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a. Rachel chaperoning icky events
b. Rachel sucking at Home Ec
c. Rachel gets chores from Kate
d. Sam covering for her when she messes up
e. End montage with bleach & ammonia incident
f. Should I split some of these montage moments up, sprinkle them throughout?
g. Everything catches on fire – but more organically

6. Daddy’s Office
a. Kate in love, Rachel doesn’t even notice (yet)
b. Rachel decides to beg Daddy’s forgiveness (says she has something to talk to

him about)
c. Sees Daddy with Kate (he has to finish up one thing before he can talk to her),

she vows to make this work
d. Tells Daddy she just wanted to say hi, off to chaperone a student film festival

7. Film Festival
a. Brian – Sydney likes him because his mom owns a modeling agency.

Wondered if your mom would be here – the agency is recruiting in NY this
weekend, she couldn’t make it.

b. Is the festival sponsored by his mom’s agency?
c. Nancy there – picture of Rachel in magazine, thinks she’s cool, bolsters
d. Rachel always did do her best in front of a camera – has a light bulb moment!

(make the connection that she has here more clear – why can’t Daddy be
proud of me for stuff like this? Getting your picture taken? Some connection
that’s more clear – need a way to get Daddy’s attention, SHOW him how hard
I’m trying)

SEQUENCE FOUR

1. Home Ec Classroom – New Curriculum
a. Rachel changes the curriculum, introduces new idea to students.
b. Brian going to film it all, Darcy saying hi to Sydney beat

2. Home Ec Classroom – Chef Off
a. Prize is what? Portrait session with Brian? S: I didn’t know you took portraits!

B: yeah, sometimes I do practice work with the models at my mom’s agency
b. Nancy and Sydney head teams.
c. Sydney trying to impress Brian (in a model type way, she’s strutting around,

he says “do you mind, Sydney? You’re blocking Nancy’s light. Sydney is
pissed!), he’s focusing on Nancy so Sydney sabotages Nancy

d. Sam a judge – all the food a disaster, except for Harold
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e. Harold wins – avocado cream pie (joke about how he’ll use his portrait
session)

3. Kate’s apartment – It’s Not About You, Rachel
a. Rachel shows the video to Kate – thought could show to Daddy
b. Kate not impressed – none of them learned anything, not just about you, about

them learning. Rachel has nothing to teach anyone – better learn some stuff

4. Swanson Estate – Trying to Learn
a. Rachel takes some lessons from Chef, he teaches her to fix a lot of things she

wrecked in montage
b. Rachel pleased – maybe she brings Sam some leftovers for lunch? Progress!

5. Laundromat – Kate likes Kevin
a. Kate and Rachel do laundry, Kate teaches Rachel how to do it.
b. Kevin arrives to do his laundry, Rachel recognizes, wants to say hi
c. Kate freaks, tries to hide
d. Rachel realizes Kate likes Kevin
e. Rachel tries to coach her (need something like the bend and snap here), Kate

shuts it down – focusing on my career right now (but really, just scared)
f. Do Sydney and Mandy drive by in their convertibles, see Rachel and joke

about how lame she is – can’t believe she’s fallen so far? What a loser

6. Kate’s Apartment – All work, no pay!
a. Come back, find Rachel’s first paycheck
b. Kate takes it for rent.

7. Kate’s apartment – Home Makeover Show
a. Need another Sydney/Nancy/Brian beat in here
b. Does Sydney find some magazine clippings of Rachel, realize she used to be a

fashion plate heiress? And now she’s a sub who uses the Laundromat? What a
total loser – she’s even worse than we thought. Mandy say something stupid –
wow, if a rich beautiful heiress could try and fail, it’s going to be really tough
for you. Sydney gets mad, as a result pulls a prank on Rachel to prove she’s
better/will never be like her?

c. Kate comes home – really upset. But then realizes the place actually looks
pretty good!

d. Sam arrives – no parental permission, ticked. More pissed than before.
e. Glue gun fire, easily put out, but Rachel upset, Sam ticked – his ass is on the

line, he can cover for incompetence, but not dangerous

8. Rachel upset – Sam was mean.
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a. This can be a very small beat of Rachel alone, feeling bad about stuff. Just
need a small aftermath moment.

9. Home Ec Classroom – Nancy is a designer
a. Nancy designing clothes on ancient laptop
b. Rachel gets idea.

10. Sam’s office – The New Idea!
a. Rachel wants to host student fashion show to raise money for scholarship fund

ACT TWO, PART TWO

SEQUENCE 5

1. MONTAGE – FASHION SHOW PREP

2. Home Ec Classroom
a. Brian interviewing Nancy – going to make a behind-the-scenes featurette to

play at the fashion show
b. Sydney interrupts – I won’t model this outfit, won’t look good on me. Rachel

– models can make anything look good, besides, we’re short on models.
Sydney huffs, mugs for camera.

c. Nancy – maybe Sidney’s right, design no good
d. Rachel dresses Nancy up in the outfit (properly), with Brian there, shows

Nancy how to make it look good, Brian agrees (look really pretty, Nancy –
maybe you should model that dress in the show), Nancy happy, Sydney
furious

3. High School Gym. Constructing the set
a. Sam there to help
b. Something Rachel does indicates new responsibility (has all the forms signed

and ready to go? Permission forms, fire department regulations for the lighting
and stage, etc), passion, understanding her kids – not just Nancy. Kelly did the
programs, Harold is catering (Sam tries something delicious) Nancy has really
come out of her shell, even Sydney is being a team player – Sam impressed,
Rachel knows how to bring out the best in people.

c. Rachel says everything changed once she got to know the students a little bit?
d. Rachel still needs another model (maybe that’s the joke, Darcy just standing

in for now)

4. Kate’s apartment
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a. Rachel asks Kate to be model, Kate says no. Why not? It’s for the kids!
Because I’m not comfortable… being looked at.

b. Rachel realizes Kate has been so focused on her career, she hasn’t spent any
time on herself!

5. Series of Shots.
a. Rachel gives Kate a mini heiress makeover, teaching her to take the time to

enjoy life and pamper herself.
b. Should be a scene where they talk about how to talk with guys. Ask them

about what interests them, but be prepared to talk about yourself, too
c. Kate agrees to be in the fashion show.

6. Senior Carnival
a. Kate there to support carnival, Rachel also invited Ben. Has two tickets to

some ride, but stuck on chaperone duty – sends them off together
b. Ben notices Kate looks really refreshed; Kate implements what Rachel taught

her to talk to Ben; it goes well
c. Brewster gives Rachel her assignment; Rachel says she’s so thrilled to be

chaperoning a non-icky event. He tells her she’s on pudding balloon duty.
d. Brian and Nancy bond
e. Sydney getting revenge
f. Sam arrives with a towel and some hot chocolate for Rachel
g. Poetry Club – Sam reads his poem for Rachel. She’s impressed.
h. Touched, Rachel apologizes for never hearing it all those years ago. She

understands now how irresponsible and thoughtless she was in high school,
but she’s not the girl she used to be. Sam forgives her – better late than never.
They dance/share a romantic kiss.

i. Sydney sees Brian and Nancy dancing together Sydney is pissed!

7. High School Gym – preparing for fashion show
a. Sydney shreds Nancy’s dress late at night
b. Brian set up a camera to get time lapse footage for the behind-the scenes

featurette he’s making – Sydney gets caught.
c. Sydney loses Brian forever – whatever, his mom’s coming to the show
d. Sam about to discipline, Rachel steps in – no, it’s my student, my

responsibility. Sydney can’t be in fashion show (won’t be seen by Brian’s
mom). She’s pissed! Vows to get her revenge on Swineson.

e. If I can’t model, I’m leaving. C’mon Kelly, let’s go. I don’t want to leave. Ms.
Swanson said there were going to be some graphic designers there… and it
turns out, I really like graphic design. Want them to see my signs/programs…
Sydney – Fine, I’ll go by myself! But don’t think I’ll ever let you buy my
lattes again.
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8. Short Hills High
a. Sydney uses Darcy’s crush on her to get him to dig up dirt on Rachel

SEQUENCE 6

1. High School Gym – Dress Rehearsal
a. Great guest list – Sam thrilled, going to make a lot of money
b. Sydney lurks at the back of the gym, in dark sunglasses – picks up her cell

phone to make an important call. I’d like to make an anonymous tip about a
teacher at Short Hills High School.

c. Daddy arrives – he’s impressed.
d. Brewster enters – anonymous tip from a concerned parent. Sydney smirks.

Received information that Rachel didn’t write exam, isn’t certified – event
cancelled.

e. NEED A REASON WHY NO ONE ELSE CAN SUPERVISE!
f. Rachel totally meant to write it, but she forgot – was waiting on her perfect

test writing outfit, in car that’s still in impound, wasn’t getting paid enough…
While Sydney gloats, the Principal is forced to suspend Rachel until the
school board can meet to discuss her fate in two weeks. He’s also forced to
cancel the fashion show. Without a teacher to officially run it, it can’t be a
school event.

2. Daddy disappointed
a. Daddy is disappointed. Rachel hasn’t learned anything, she’s as irresponsible

as ever. Somehow, his disappointment is worse than his anger.
b. Kate witnesses, upset

3. Parking lot. Sam’s devastated by Rachel’s irresponsibility
d. Not only has she messed up her own job, but she’s put his on the line as well,

and let down all the kids who were counting on her. Nancy, Brian and the
other students – all their hard work is down the drain, and now there won’t be
money for the scholarship fund.

4. Aftermath moment, alone somewhere
a. Rachel is crushed – she’s messed everything up, and it’s all her own fault. She

needs to find a way to make it right – to Sam, to Nancy – to everyone. But
how?

ACT THREE
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SEQUENCE 7

1. Kate’s Apartment. Moment between Kate and Rachel.
a. Rachel apologizes, sorry that Kate won’t get the promotion she wants.

Understands if Kate asks her to leave, just needs a place to stay the night. Kate
watches Rachel go, upset.

2. Daddy’s Office
a. Kate pushes Daddy to realize Rachel is his fault (she’s been working her ass

off trying to turn herself into something other than the spoiled girl you raised
her to be)

b. Looks like Daddy’s going to be offended – but then he really respects Kate for
standing up to him. None of my employees has ever, ever spoken to me like
that. But I wish they had. You’re right, Rachel is my fault. It took a lot of guts
to stand up to me like that and tell me I was wrong. I could use someone like
that. Kate, I’m promoting you. To project coordinator? To Manager – of all
my projects.

c. Daddy offers Kate the promotion

3.  Lunch with Daddy
a. Realizes it’s his fault, offers to pull strings, sort out the issue
b. Rachel turns him down – being a responsible adult means fixing your owns

messes, and she intends to. Daddy is impressed.

4. Getting the fashion show back on track
a. Goes to Nancy – want to make this right.
b. Don’t need an official teacher supervisor if it’s not an official school event.

Can still raise and donate money to the scholarship fund.

5. MONTAGE:
a. Books swanky hotel
b. Sends new invitations (see them arriving at rich doorsteps, at Marco Marco’s

boutique?)
c. Calls in favors – with who? Amber to come and spend money, Marco Marco

to attend
d. Rachel studies for the substitute-teaching exam. Kate helps.
e. Rachel also studies up on everything Home Ec. Under the tutelage of Daddy’s

chefs, maids and housekeepers, she quickly learns to cook a perfect roast,
master the sewing machine, do laundry, and even conquer the vacuum.

f. Rachel writes the substitute-teaching exam. Her hard work pays off – she aces
it!
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6. Kate and Rachel
a. Rachel’s first and foremost responsibility is to the kids – she said they’d have

a fashion show, and they’re going to have one, even if it means missing the
board meeting and potentially losing her job.

7. Kate and Sam
a. Kate takes the results to Sam so he can present them at the school board

meeting, since Rachel won’t be there. Kate pleads Rachel’s case; Sam is
touched.

SEQUENCE 8

1. The Fashion Show.
a. Nancy nervous, Rachel reassures
b. Walking – fashions look amazing, killing it
c. Kate walks in fashion show – Ben stands to cheer for her and waves. They’re

totally bf/gf now.
d. Sydney, not allowed to model and wearing dark glasses, watches. goes to

throw something at Kate & models (should be something non-vegan) and the
militant vegans stop her

e. Nancy’s creations are much admired, especially by the designers Rachel
invited.

2. The Auction
a. Rachel opens with a speech. Rachel recites a poem she wrote for Sam/quotes

him. He hears it and is touched.
b. Bidding is off the HOOK.
c. Marco Marco stands – I would like to buy the entire line. And offer Ms

Adkins an internship at my design house.
d. Rachel star struck – Marco Marco! Nancy and Rachel stoked. Marco Marco

says something – wish my high school had encouraged artists the way Short
Hills High does

3. After Party
a. Rachel runs into Brewster – can’t shut this down, it’s not a school event, and

you can’t stop us from donating the proceeds after. He’s still going to fire her,
she missed the board meeting – what are you even doing here, anyway –
aren’t you supposed to be at the board meeting?

b. Sam – I brought them – the whole board. He brought the school board down
to the fashion show to see Rachel’s qualifications first hand. They’re
impressed with her dedication to the students, and since she passed the exam
with flying colors, they’re more than happy to give her back her job. Rachel is
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a teacher again, much to Sydney’s (and Brewster’s) chagrin – she starts to
protests loudly, when – interrupted by

c. Darcy comes forward to reveal that Sydney forced him to hack into teacher
files, that’s how she got the info about Rachel never writing exam.

d. Collins decides that both Brewster and Sydney need to learn the value of
student events. Come with me. The militant vegans escort them out.

4. Moment with Daddy
a. Daddy is proud of his daughter, and decides to re-inherit Rachel. Rachel plans

to use part of it to create more scholarships. Daddy gives her back bag of
Marco Marcos (although, you probably don’t need this now, after tonight) –
started her reinheritance by getting her car out of impound.

5. Making up with Sam
a. Now that she’s sorted everything out, Sam has another event he’d like Rachel

to attend – dinner, with him. No chaperone required.

6. Epilogue
a. Sydney working at a student club event – mucking out stalls for the junior

farmers. It’s awful. Pull back to reveal – Brewster’s there too, doing the same
thing
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